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Descriptive Summary
Title: Steve Sekiguchi and Christian Villegas collection of gay comic books and publications
Dates: circa 1981-2000
Collection Number: 2019-54
Creator/Collector: Steve Sekiguchi and Christian Villegas
Extent: 1 linear foot (2 manuscript boxes)
Repository: GLBT Historical Society
San Francisco, California 94103
Abstract: The collection includes gay comic books and other publications collected and donated by Christian Villegas and Steve Sekiguchi.

Language of Material: English
Access
Collection is open for research.

Preferred Citation
Steve Sekiguchi and Christian Villegas collection of gay comic books and publications. GLBT Historical Society

Acquisition Information

Scope and Content of Collection
The collection includes gay comic books and other publications collected and donated by Christian Villegas and Steve Sekiguchi. Titles include: Cream, Orgasms, Manplay, Tales of the Closet, Leonard & Larry, Dancin' Nekkid with the Angels, Gay Comix, Wimmen's Comix presents Little Girls, Oh Boy! Sex Comics by Brad Parker, Meatmen, Beautiful Stories for Ugly Children, S.T.H., Straight to Hell The Manhattan Review of Unnatural Acts, Trucker, Toy from Toy Magazine of Sweden, Larry Townsend’s Photo Collection, Head Stops, Hot Tricks, Sex Stop, Ho-Man (Japanese), and Samson (Japanese).

Indexing Terms
Literature and poetry
Comics